INTRODUCTION
Abnormal face emotion processing is a candidate endophenotype for bipolar disorder (BD) given extensive evidence for face emotion labeling deficits in pediatric and adult BD populations (Guyer et al., 2007; Kohler et al., 2011) and unaffected individuals at-risk for the illness (Brotman et al., 2008a,b) . Such difficulties may contribute to the interpersonal deficits observed in BD (Coryell et al., 1993; Geller et al., 2000; MacQueen et al., 2001; Goldstein et al., 2009) , and therefore with poor outcome and quality of life (Keenan-Miller and Miklowitz, 2011 ). An important, but often overlooked, question regarding the neural correlates of dysfunctional face processing in BD is the role of developmental differences (Blumberg et al., 2004) . A better understanding of developmental differences in BD would contribute to better prevention and to developmentally appropriate treatments, while also addressing questions about phenotypic differences between pediatric and adult forms of BD (National Institute of Mental Health, 2008) . We used a parametric face emotion processing task to probe how children (child BD) and adults with BD (adult BD) differ from each other and from age-matched healthy comparison populations in neural activity in response to increasing emotion intensity on a face.
A number of functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies have examined brain activation while either child BD or adult BD complete face emotion processing tasks. These studies find abnormal recruitment of the amygdala (Lawrence et al., 2004; Blumberg et al., 2005; Chen et al., 2006; Pavuluri et al., 2007 Pavuluri et al., , 2009 ; Kalmar et al., 2009; Surguladze et al., 2010; Garrett et al., 2012) , medial and lateral prefrontal cortices (Lawrence et al., 2004; Lennox et al., 2004; Pavuluri et al., 2007; Ladouceur et al., 2011) , and posterior regions (Lennox et al., 2004; Marchand et al., 2011; Garrett et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2012b) among BD populations.
However, only two published neuroimaging studies compare child BD and adult BD directly on face emotion tasks (Kim et al., 2012b; Adleman et al., 2013) . In the first (Kim et al., 2012b) , relative to adult BD and healthy children, child BD exhibited amygdala hyperactivation across a greater number of emotion types. Also, relative to healthy youths, child BD showed hypoactivation in the posterior cingulate cortex (PCC) in response to angry faces. In contrast, adult BD patients did not exhibit PCC abnormalities. Such findings suggest more generalized amygdala dysfunction in youths vs adults with BD (Kim et al., 2012b) , consistent with more robust evidence of structural abnormalities in the amygdala among youths vs adults with BD (Chen et al., 2006; Pfeifer et al., 2008) . The second study identified fusiform and middle frontal gyrus abnormalities in BD populations during a face emotion memory task, but did not find differences between child BD and adult BD (Adleman et al., 2013) . Additional studies directly contrasting child BD and adult BD are needed to replicate these findings and clarify the nature of developmental differences and similarities.
This study examined age-and diagnosis-related differences in neural activity during implicit and explicit processing of happy and angry faces with varying emotional intensity. We used a parametric design involving the systematic variation of face emotion intensity levels because of its ecological validity, its robustness to amygdala habituation (Phillips et al., 2010) , its ability to distinguish non-psychiatric and psychiatric populations (Surguladze et al., 2005) and between related psychiatric conditions (Blair et al., 2008) , as well as its prior successful differentiation between youths and adults with BD (Kim et al., 2012b ).
Specifically, we examined which regions of the brain respond to increasing emotionality in a face.
In a prior study using the current task design and a partially overlapping sample (Thomas et al., 2012) , we found that, in contrast to healthy youths, child BD failed to increase amygdala activity in response to increasing anger intensity on a face. This study examined whether this deficient amygdala modulation is specific to child BD or is also present among adults with the illness. In addition, we conducted whole-brain analyses to examine other regions with distinct diagnostic and developmental recruitment.
Based on the existing literature, we hypothesized age-related differences in BD in the amygdala and PCC. Specifically, we hypothesized that although both BD groups would exhibit reduced amygdala modulation in response to increasing anger intensity, such deficits will be more marked in the pediatric BD sample. This hypothesis was based on prior work documenting amygdala abnormalities in child BD and adult BD Surguladze et al., 2010) , deficient modulation in a parametric study using an overlapping sample of child BD (Thomas et al., 2012) and more generalized amygdala dysfunction among child BD vs adults with the illness (Kim et al., 2012b) . We also hypothesized that youths, but not adults, with BD would exhibit stronger negative modulation of the PCC relative to healthy comparison children (child HC). This hypothesis builds on prior evidence documenting abnormal PCC activation in child BD but not adults with the illness (Kim et al., 2012b) and negative PCC modulation among an overlapping sample of child BD (Thomas et al., 2012) .
Finally a robust literature suggests that child BD and adult BD exhibit abnormal prefrontal cortex (PFC) activation, including ventromedial and ventrolateral PFC, during face processing tasks (Delvecchio et al., 2012) , with a recent meta-analysis suggesting that adult BD populations exhibit PFC hypoactivation during emotional tasks (Chen et al., 2011) . Therefore, we expected abnormal recruitment of the PFC (especially ventromedial and ventrolateral regions) in response to increasing emotion intensity in angry and happy faces among child BD and adult BD. (Kaufmann et al., 1997) with children and the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV-TR Axis I Disorders-Patient Edition (First et al., 2002) or the Diagnostic Interview for Genetic Studies (Nurnberger et al., 1994) for adults] were used to determine diagnostic status for patients and controls. Child BD participants met criteria for 'narrow-phenotype' BD (Leibenluft et al., 2003) and adult BD participants met standard DSM-IV criteria for BD and were included regardless of mood episode type. Child HC and adult HC populations had no lifetime history of psychiatric illness (as determined by diagnostic interview) nor any first-degree relative with a history of mood disorders (as determined by semi-formal clinician assessment). No participants were biological relatives. Sixteen child BD and 20 child HC were reported in Thomas et al. (2012) . Data from all of the adult BD and adult HC participants, as well as three child BD and five child HC, have not been reported previously.
METHODS
Exclusion criteria for all subjects included: IQ < 70, unstable medical illness, substance abuse within the past 2 months, pervasive developmental disorder, active psychotic symptoms, or a neurological disorder.
Stimuli
Neutral, angry and happy facial expressions from 10 exemplars (five female; five male) were taken from the Pictures of Facial Affect set (Ekman and Friesen, 1976 ) and used to create two stimulus sets (Figure 1) . Each set consisted of morphs between the emotional face (angry or happy) and the neutral face of the same exemplar created with MorphMan 2000 software (STOIK, Moscow, Russia). Each set included five morph intensities: 100% neutral, 25% emotion/75% neutral, 50% emotion/50% neutral, 75% emotion/25% neutral and 100% emotion (prototypic expression). Separate sets were created for angry and happy facial expressions.
Given prior evidence that BD and healthy youths may differ in their responses to ambiguous emotions (Rich et al., 2006; Brotman et al., 2010) , we included more trials of the ambiguous emotion morphs (25% and 50% emotion). The number of trials/stimulus category were as follows: neutral (40 trials), 25% emotion (48 trials), 50% emotion (48 trials), 75% emotion (24 trials) and 100% emotion stimuli (24 trials).
Task
Details of the task have been described elsewhere (Thomas et al., 2012) . Briefly, in each trial participants viewed a facial stimulus (3000 ms) and made an implicit (how wide is the nose?) or explicit (how hostile is the face?) rating using a five-button response device (1 ¼ least wide/hostile and 5 ¼ most wide/hostile). After 3000 ms the stimulus disappeared, a blank black screen was presented for a varied interval (750-1250 ms; average ¼ 1000 ms), and then the next trial began.
Participants completed four blocks of the task. Each block consisted of 41 trials/condition (nose width or hostile ratings) and 12 fixation trials (white crosses presented on a black screen for 3000 ms). Participants saw angry and happy faces within each block and different morph intensities were randomly presented. Scanning time for this task was approximately 25 min ($6.3 min/block).
fMRI acquisition
Due to the decommissioning of one scanner, neuroimaging data were acquired on two General Electric 3T scanners: a Signa VH/i (16 child BD, 20 child HC, 12 adult BD, 14 adult HC) and a Signa HDx (3 child BD, 5 child HC, 10 adult BD, 5 adult HC). The same GE head coil and scanning parameters were used on each scanner and included: a highresolution structural scan (T1-weighted axial acquisition, one hundred and twenty-four 1.2 mm slices, 158 flip angle, 256 Â 256 matrix, 24 cm field-of-view) and gradient echo-planar imaging images (38 contiguous 2 mm 3 slices, repetition time ¼ 2300 ms, echo time ¼ 25 ms, flip angle ¼ 908, 96 Â 96 mm).
The percentage of individuals studied on each scanner did not differ between diagnostic groups (Table 1) . Nonetheless, scanner was included as a covariate in the fMRI analyses. In addition, for each of the regions identified in the primary analyses, we evaluated the potential contribution of scanner using two strategies. First, we evaluated whether linear trends differed between participants studied on the first vs the second scanner. No significant differences were observed. Second, we limited the sample to the 62 individuals studied on the first scanner and repeated the primary analyses. All three primary findings remained significant with this subsample of participants. The same analyses were not possible for the 23 individuals studied on the second scanner because of sample size (3 child BD, 5 child HC, 10 adult BD, 5 adult HC).
Data analyses
Participant demographics Unpaired t-tests or Chi-square analysis were used to compare age, IQ, sex distribution, and scanner between patients and their age-matched HC group. Univariate analyses of variance (ANOVAs) and Chi square analyses were used to compare IQ, sex distribution and scanner across all four participant groups.
Behavioral data
The linear trends for rating and response time for each stimulus set (neutral ! 100% angry, neutral ! 100% happy) were extracted and compared across groups using repeated measures ANOVAs with Diagnosis (BD, HC) Â Age (child, adult) Â Condition (hostile, nose width) as between and within-subjects factors. Separate analyses were conducted for angry and happy faces and for each behavioral variable (rating and response time).
Imaging analyses
Data were analyzed using Analysis of Functional Neuroimages (AFNI) (Cox, 1996) using standard preprocessing methods including slice timing correction, a 6 mm full width at half maximum blur, and scaling to a percentage of the voxel-wise mean. Time points with motion above 1.5 mm were censored from the regression (Thomas et al., 2012) . Event types included all possible combinations of morph (100% neutral, 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% emotion), condition (nose width or hostility rating) and emotion category (happy, angry). Regressors were created by convolving a gamma-variate hemodynamic response function with stimulus times for each event type. Individual linear regressions included each event type regressor, six motion parameters and baseline drift for each of the four experimental blocks. coefficients and t-statistics were calculated for each regressor at each voxel. Blank fixation trials and the inter trial intervals provided a baseline.
We conducted trend analyses which measured the degree to which a linear trend explained the neural activity between 0% (neutral), 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% emotion intensity levels. Separate trend analyses were conducted for each condition (implicit, explicit) and each emotion (angry, happy). Happy and angry faces were not considered in the same analysis for two reasons. First, the same neutral stimuli could serve as 'anchor points' on the linear trends for both analyses, resulting in an inappropriate duplication of neutral data if considered within the same analysis. Second, including happy and angry faces on a single emotional continuum implies that these emotions represent polar opposites. Although both emotions are exemplars of pleasant and unpleasant emotions, we believe that treating them like opposites assumes a relationship between the two emotions that is not truthful. Finally, analyzing the emotions separately allows our findings to compare with previously published data (Thomas et al., 2012, p. 370) . The resulting four coefficients were used in two group analysis approaches First, given prior findings of amygdala abnormalities in adult BD and child BD, we conducted an anatomical region of interest (ROI) analysis using the bilateral amygdala defined by the Talairach-Tournoux Daemon. A single linear trend value in the amygdala was extracted for each condition and emotion combination for the left and right amygdala separately. These values were submitted to a Diagnosis (BD, HC) Â Age (child, adult) Â Condition (implicit, explicit) Â Hemisphere (left, right) analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) (Scanner was entered as a covariate) in SPSS. Separate analyses were computed for happy and angry emotions for the reasons described earlier. Because a single mean value was used for each condition, traditional significance levels (P < 0.05) were used to evaluate the results from this analysis.
Next, we computed a whole-brain analysis using a Diagnosis Â Age Â Condition ANCOVA (Scanner was entered as a covariate) with Subject as a random effects factor. The group analysis was constrained to voxels present in grey matter and present in all participants. Separate analyses were computed for happy and angry emotions. Using criteria outlined by Lieberman and Cunningham (2009) that provide a balance between correcting for Type I and Type II errors and those used in a prior study in our lab with these developmental groups (Kim et al., 2012b) , significant clusters consisted of regions with a cluster-extent threshold of k ! 20 at P < 0.005. For clusters meeting identified thresholds, average coefficients for the linear trends were extracted and post hoc ANOVAs were performed in SPSS. Greenhouse-Geisser correction was used when analyses violated sphericity assumptions. Given our a priori interests in findings related to the BD groups, we limit the results reported in the manuscript to findings relating to Diagnosis or Diagnosis Â Age.
Exploratory post hoc analyses examined the effects of comorbid attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) or mood state on neural activation patterns by testing whether the group differences identified in the primary analysis remained when the BD population was limited to individuals without co-occurring ADHD (9 child BD, 19 adult BD) or to euthymic individuals (15 child BD, 13 adult BD). Given the severity of BD, all but four patients (two child BD and two adult BD) were taking psychotropic medications at the time of the scan. We explored the potential impact of medication on our findings by performing a Pearson correlation between number of psychotropic medications and neural activation in each BD group.
RESULTS

Participants
A total of 131 individuals completed the scanning session, resulting in 85 useable scans. Forty-six individuals (32%) were excluded from the analyses: five (4%) due to excessive movement (two child BD, three child HC), 27 (21.6%) for poor behavioral performance (defined as <85% of trials with a behavioral response; 11 child BD, 9 child HC, 5 adult BD, 2 adult HC), eight (6.4%) for technical difficulties (two child HC, two adult BD, four adult HC) and six for not completing the scan (three child BD, two child HC, one adult BD). A trend (P < 0.06) for differences in the exclusion reason between participant groups appeared to be driven by more technical difficulties among the adult HC. The final sample included 19 child BD, 25 child HC, 22 adult BD and 19 adult HC (Table 1) . IQ, sex distribution and percentage of individuals completing the task on each scanner did not differ among groups and age did not differ between the two child groups or the two adult groups (Table 1) .
Behavioral results
Angry faces
No significant effect of Diagnosis or interaction between Diagnosis Â Age was observed.
Happy faces A Diagnosis Â Age Â Condition interaction, F(1,81) ¼ 4.08, P < 0.05 emerged for ratings of happy faces. Post hoc analyses indicated that a negative linear trend between explicit hostility ratings and increasing happy intensity was stronger among child HC vs child BD and between child HC and adult HC.
fMRI trend analyses
In the results below, the term 'positive linear trend' indicates that activation in a region increased with increasing face emotion intensity (i.e. positive slope value). The term 'negative linear trend' indicates that activation in a region decreased with increasing face emotion intensity (i.e. negative slope value).
Amygdala ROI results
Angry faces
A main effect of Diagnosis, F(1,80) ¼ 4.07, P < 0.05 indicated a strong positive linear trend between increasing anger on a face and increasing amygdala activity in the HC participants that was absent in the BD populations (Figure 2 ). This finding extends our prior finding (Thomas et al., 2012) by suggesting that the failure to modulate amygdala activity with increasing anger intensity in a face is characteristic of individuals with BD, regardless of age. No Diagnosis Â Age interactions were observed.
Happy faces
No significant effects involving Diagnosis or Diagnosis Â Age were observed in the amygdala.
Whole-brain results
Angry faces
The whole-brain analysis revealed a significant Diagnosis Â Age Â Condition [F(1,81) ¼ 14.58, P < 0.001] interaction in a single 71 voxel cluster in the bilateral subgenual anterior cingulate cortex (sgACC) and subcallosal gyrus (BA25) (Table 2; Figure 3) . Post hoc analyses revealed that deficits in sgACC recruitment in response to increasing anger intensity in a face were related to the implicit condition for child BD and the explicit condition for adult BD. Specifically, during the implicit condition, child HC showed a more positive linear trend than did child BD (P < 0.01). In contrast, during the explicit condition, adult BD exhibited a more negative linear trend than did adult HC (P ¼ 0.05). The two patient groups also differed in their recruitment of the sgACC, with a more negative linear trend among adult BD than child BD in the explicit condition (P < 0.005).
Additional within-subjects findings in the sgACC cluster for angry faces included (i) among child HC, a more positive linear trend in the implicit vs explicit condition (P < 0.005); and (ii) among adult BD, a more negative linear trend in the explicit vs implicit condition (P < 0.03).
Happy faces
The whole-brain analysis revealed a significant Diagnosis Â Condition interaction in the left cuneus [F(1,81) ¼ 8.42, P < 0.01; Table 2; Figure 4 ]. There was no interaction with age group. In the implicit condition, HC participants demonstrated a negative linear trend that was absent in the BD patients (P < 0.01). The only significant Statistics refer to the analysis of the extracted clusters in SPSS; df ¼ 1,81.
c Cluster size was determined using a significance threshold of P < 0.005, with a minimum of k > 20.
within-subjects finding was a larger negative linear trend in the explicit vs implicit condition among BD patients (P < 0.03).
Exploratory analyses: ADHD comorbidity, mood state and medications The four differences between BD and HC groups identified in the primary analyses were in the modulation of the (i) amygdala in response to angry faces regardless of condition (all BD vs all HC), (ii) sgACC to angry faces processed implicitly (child BD vs child HC), (iii) sgACC to angry faces processed explicitly (adult BD vs adult HC) and (iv) cuneus to happy faces processed implicitly (all BD vs all HC). When we limited the sample to BD individuals without comorbid ADHD (9 child BD, 19 adult BD), the following between-group differences remained significant: sgACC activity to angry faces processed explicitly (adult BD vs adult HC) and cuneus activity to happy faces in the implicit condition (all BD vs HC) (ts > j2.04j, P < 0.05). The group difference in amygdala modulation to angry faces was significant at the level of a trend (P ¼ 0.09). When the sample was limited to euthymic BD individuals (15 child BD, 13 adult BD), both sgACC findings and the cuneus difference remained significant (ts > j2.16j, P < 0.04). Pearson correlations between number of medications and linear trends in each of the regions were nonsignificant for child BD and adult BD groups (rs < j0.47j, P > 0.06).
DISCUSSION
This parametric face processing study revealed abnormal recruitment of regions associated with emotional (amygdala, sgACC) and visual (cuneus) processing among patients with BD in response to increasing face emotion intensity. The findings point to shared dysfunction among adult BD and child BD in the amygdala and cuneus as candidate biomarkers of BD. The findings also highlight abnormal recruitment of the sgACC in both adult BD and child BD. However, in this region, adult and child patients differed in the task condition that elicited between-group differences, possibly reflecting the developmental trajectory of the pathophysiology of BD.
Although amygdala abnormalities during face emotion processing tasks have been well-documented in both child BD and adult BD (Pavuluri and Passarotti, 2008; Chen et al., 2011; Delvecchio et al., 2012) , only two studies directly compare the two age groups (Kim et al., 2012b; Adleman et al., 2013) . This study extends this prior work by suggesting that failure to modulate amygdala activity in response to increasing anger is characteristic of both child BD and adult BD and is independent of task demands.
In addition to amygdala dysfunction, BD populations also exhibited abnormal sgACC modulation relative to age-matched controls, suggesting that deficits in BD extend to emotion-regulation regions with connections to the amygdala (Drevets et al., 2008) . We found that healthy children engaged the sgACC in response to increasing anger during implicit processing, perhaps reflecting the need to recruit emotion-regulation regions that mediate ignoring the prepotent face emotion and making a non-emotional rating (nose width). Although child BD did not recruit the sgACC during implicit face emotion processing, adult BD did, perhaps reflecting the development of compensatory mechanisms. However, in adult patients, sgACC dysfunction was still evident in the form of abnormal disengagement during the explicit condition. However, additional developmental work in healthy populations is necessary to better understand the function of this region in the context of face-viewing tasks.
Together, the amygdala and sgACC findings point to a general deficit in BD in the recruitment of emotion regulation circuitry. Such findings are consistent with independent neuroimaging studies of child BD and adult BD (Drevets et al., 2008; Passarotti et al., 2011) , and with a study reporting aberrant functional connectivity between the amygdala and sgACC during face processing in adult BD . Our findings extend this literature to suggest that deficits in amygdala recruitment during a face processing task are comparable across age groups, but sgACC modulation abnormalities may differ with age and task demands. The failure to engage the amygdala and sgACC appropriately with increasing face emotion intensity may lead to the abnormal coordination of downstream cognitive and behavioral responses to the stimuliincluding the face emotion labeling deficits which have been documented extensively in BD in behavioral studies (Kohler et al., 2011) . However, because this study did not test emotion labeling ability and groups did not differ in hostility or nose width ratings of angry faces, the implications of these aberrant recruitment patterns on behavior are unclear. Ongoing studies in our lab are testing associations between neural modulation and face labeling deficits in BD populations.
Based on prior work using an implicit face processing task, we hypothesized that amygdala deficits would be greater among children relative to adult BD (Kim et al., 2012b) . However, this study did not reveal an interaction with age. Indeed, visual inspection of Figure 2 suggests that the BD group did not show the amygdala hyperactivity as is often reported in the literature (Pavuluri and Passarotti, 2008; Chen et al., 2011; Ladouceur et al., 2011; Delvecchio et al., 2012) . The exact reasons for the discrepancies are not clear and warrant further investigation, however, we highlight a few possibilities here. First, our fMRI analysis technique differs from those in the existing literature documenting amygdala hyperactivation in BD patients. Those studies compare mean BOLD signal activation to emotional faces, whereas this study modeled the degree to which amygdala activation increased in a linear fashion with increasing face emotion. A second possible explanation for our somewhat surprising finding is that our use of implicit and explicit labeling conditions hindered our ability to detect amygdala hyperactivation. Amygdala hyperactivation among patients with BD has been documented consistently in implicit face processing tasks, but less so in explicit face processing tasks (Lennox et al., 2004; Hassel et al., 2009; Versace et al., 2010; Foland-Ross et al., 2012) . Our use of both conditions may have introduced noise that reduced our ability to detect group differences. A third possibility is that the study design resulted in amygdala habituation, as has been seen previously (Phillips et al., 2010) . Although the parametric design employed in this study reflected an effort to minimize this risk by including different face intensities, it is possible that these subtle differences between stimuli were not enough to overcome amygdala habituation tendencies, resulting in an inability to detect the typical amygdala hyperactivity observed among patients with BD. Future research exploring these possible explanations is necessary.
Deficient modulation of the cuneus in response to increasing happy face intensity was characteristic of both BD groups and was related to task condition. Specifically, although healthy participants disengaged the cuneus in response to increasing happiness during the implicit condition, BD subjects did not. Instead, BD participants disengaged this region during the explicit condition. Our prior study with an overlapping sample of children (Thomas et al., 2012) identified a region in the right middle occipital gyrus and cuneus that was disengaged in child BD relative to healthy children when processing happy faces, regardless of task condition. Other studies have documented abnormal activation in visual regions during the processing of happy faces among BD populations (Ladouceur et al., 2011; Mourao-Miranda et al., 2012) . Relatedly, we did not observe the PCC abnormalities that we hypothesized would occur. Null results are difficult to interpret, and may represent Type II error rather than an absence of group differences. In sum, further study is needed to clarify the nature of posterior abnormalities in BD populations, including their relation to age group and task demands.
Limitations
Ethical considerations precluded us from withdrawing patients from their medications for non-therapeutic reasons. Therefore, almost all of the patients were taking psychotropic medications at the time of the scan. Correlations between total number of psychotropic medications and neural activation in regions identified in the primary analyses were not significant. Furthermore, to the extent that psychotropic medications reduce symptoms and normalize neural activity, as suggested by a recent systematic review (Hafeman et al., 2012) , the inclusion of medicated patients should bias our findings to Type II rather than Type I errors. However, future studies evaluating the impact of medication on modulation of neural activity are important.
Similarly, future studies should examine clinical factors that might play a role in the present findings. For example, we cannot rule out the contribution of comorbid ADHD to the differences observed between child BD and their age-matched controls. Regarding mood state, group differences in the sgACC and cuneus were maintained when the BD group was limited to euthymic participants, but the amygdala finding was no longer significant. Further study is necessary to clarify whether the lack of significant findings in these subgroups is related to the reduced statistical power of eliminating participants or whether they reflect neural activation differences related to comorbid ADHD and mood state.
Finally, adult and child BD subjects differed not only in current age but also in age of onset of BD. Therefore, the sgACC abnormalities that differentiated child BD and adult BD may reflect differences in an early vs later onset illness or differences in participant age at the time of task completion. Although longitudinal studies are the gold standard for answering developmental questions, cross-sectional studies such as this represent a first step toward understanding the developmental trajectory of neural abnormalities in BD. Such cross-sectional studies are helpful in identifying paradigms for investment-intensive longitudinal designs.
Conclusion
This study uses a parametric design and linear trend analyses to examine the degree to which BD children and adults exhibit abnormal neural modulation in response to increasing anger and happiness in faces. The findings reveal aberrant recruitment of emotion-related circuitry and visual processing regions in BD, irrespective of age group, and thus suggest potential biomarkers of BD. Future work linking neural abnormalities to emotion labeling deficits may contribute to the field's understanding of psychosocial deficits in this population and suggest treatment targets. These findings join a small but increasing literature examining developmental differences in BD, including a prior study of implicit face processing (Kim et al., 2012b) , a face emotion memory study (Adleman et al., 2013) , two fMRI studies of cognitive flexibility and motor inhibition (Weathers et al., 2012 (Weathers et al., , 2013 , and a diffusion tensor imaging study (Lu et al., 2012) . Together, such studies have the potential to make significant contributions to the prevention, treatment and diagnosis of BD.
